






















A study on educational significance in pursuit of gymnastic beauty: 
Based on the causality between violence, beauty and education
Rie TANAKA, Yukari MURATA and Koji GUSHIKENN
Abstract: The aim of this paper is to argue that pursuit of gymnastic beauty contributes to education 
and for this purpose we utilized the idea on violence and beauty by Plato. After our discussion, the fol-
lowing conclusions were made:
1. Pursuing beauty is equal to seeking his/her ideal.
2. One educational purpose is cultivation of students’ character so as to make ideal persons. As a natural 
consequence of this logic, pursuit of gymnastic beauty is important from the educational perspective.
3. The term for the modern gymnastics came from German ‘Turnen.’ The German term ‘Kunst,’ origi-
nally found in Turnkunst by F. L. Jahn, means ‘geijutsu’ in Japanese. ‘Gei’ means action and ‘jutsu’ 
means method in Japanese. Therefore, this paper suggested that we should be more conscious of this 
points for gymnastic instruction.
4. The spirit behind pursuit of gymnastic beauty is in harmony with Olympism.
5. Pursuit of beauty is one of our instincts, but this instinct is different from another instinct for violence 
such as the one found in corporal punishment.
6. The education of pursuit to beauty is equal to that of cultivating students’ sensitivity, and this paper 
argued beauty pursuit is also effective for moral education on one condition that instructors do not act 
in a high-handed manner.
7. Good balance between instincts (concerning individual characters) and reasons (concerning rules) is 
important for instructions in educational situations.
Based on our conclusions above, this study suggests that the instruction for beauty pursuit must 
change from the one with emphasis on oral commands into the one with sound and rhythmical method.
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て，英語では artistic gymnastics と呼ばれている。一
方の新体操は現在，FIG の公式用語として使われてい
るフランス語で gmnastique rhythmique，ドイツ語で




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































虔）という 4 つの F ではじまることばで表されている。
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